Usefulness of pediatric colonoscopes in adult colonoscopy.
Use of small diameter, extraflexible pediatric colonoscopes has proved to be valuable in adult endoscopy practice, not only for passing strictures and stomas but also where either fixation due to diverticular disease or postoperative adhesions, or unavoidably painful looping made passage of adult colonoscopes impossible. In 70 of 78 (92%) of the cases where the adult colonoscope could not be passed through the sigmoid colon by an expert endoscopist, the pediatric colonoscope passed through, often very easily. Fifteen of these patients were considered to have been saved surgery by successful passage. The "failure" rate for all colonoscopy examinations was only 2%; this low failure rate was attributable to the use of pediatric instruments whenever passage through the sigmoid colon proved to be impossible with standard colonoscopes. In our opinion every unit performing frequent colonoscopies should have a pediatric colonoscope available for selected adult patients as well as for use in children.